
Akool Intelligent Virtual 
Avatar Platform



Virtual Avatar Platform Introduction

Akool virtual avatar platform replies on the original 
"virtual digital avatar engine", can perfectly portray 
people's face features, provide vivid and natural 
virtual interactive services such as virtual avatar 
image generation, avatar driving, video marketing 
and interactive tools for all types of industry, help 
enterprise clients create more future oriented, more 
differentiated virtual avatar application products and 
digital assets, and enable enterprises to layout the 
metaverse ecology.



Intelligent 
Virtual 
Avatar 

Platform

Material Operation 
Management Platform:
You can call public library resources 
on demand or create private library 
resources, we provide you with big 
data analysis services for the usage 
of your materials.

Resource Creation 
Platform:
Through creator you can freely 
create exclusive virtual human 
images with virtual clothing and 
virtual accessories.

Content Production 
Platform:
We provide content production 
services for posters, short videos, 
stickers, and various interactive 
content, helping enterprises build 
various metaverse solutions.

Platform Features

Resource 
Creation

Material 
Management

Content 
Production



Harness a variety of driving modes to make 
gameplay more interesting.
Use a single SDK to support multiple driver modes.

Create cool headshots, fun emojis, and short videos: You 

name it, we support it!

• Face-driven avatar 

With real-time face tracking technology, the avatar takes 

on the same expressions as the real person in real time.

• Body-driven avatar

Through ordinary camera input, the avatar takes on the 

same actions as the real person in real time.

• Gesture recognition

Through gesture recognition, the avatar takes on the 

same gestures as the real person in real time.

• Voice-driven avatar

With the input of text or audio, the avatar takes on the 

same shape of the mouth in real time.

Akool Avatar Platform 
FeaturesCreate an exclusive virtual Avatar 

image with a single click.
• Use a photo to generate a vivid 3D virtual 

image.
• Carry out DIY face customization on models 

in multiple dimensions.
• Personalize dress-up and change diverse 

outfits for free.

Each avatar has its own unique ID, 
making cross-platform access and 
use possible.
• All avatars are unique, universal, and 

private.

• All IDs are unique and can be accessed and 

used across different platforms.

• Self-developed engines and general 

mainstream engines are supported.



Brand MarketingVirtual Live

Financial Customer Service Virtual Socialzing

Intelligent Navigation

Improve Immersive Experience

As a new solution for metaverse, it greatly 

improves the immersive interactive 

experience of the platform, attracts the users 

and creates traffic for the enterprise.

Empower Metaverse Ecosystem

As an important digital asset in the 

metaverse. It can help enterprises enter the 

metaverse track and create a new generation 

of products that are more future oriented and 

more differentiated.

Business Scenarios

Business Value

Video Creation

Application Scenario



It can provide enterprises with 
hyper realistic virtual avatar image 
customization, digital content 
production and multi scene virtual 
IP application services.

Create an eloquent and dynamic 
environment Interactive Virtual 
Spokesperson of Hyperrealistic 
Enterprises

Super Realistic Ambassador for Enterprise



Super realistic image customization
Accurately shape the shape, expression and clothing materials of characters. Support 

character setting, asset preparation, model making, body expression binding, animation 

and rendering output.

Speedy and efficient content production
The large-scale production of virtual IP content can efficiently produce high-quality ultra 

realistic IP photos and video content. Support posters, live video and CG video 

production.

Technology enabling IP scenario interaction
Enables the super realistic digital IP to have the interactive ability comparable to the real 

people, which can help enterprises realize business in multiple scenarios. Including live 

interaction, hosting broadcast, intelligent customer service and other interactive scenes.

Realistic Ambassador -Product Features
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Product Structure

Animation Creation

Body & Expression 
Drive

Rendering Output

Avatar Design

Asset Preparation

Model Creation

Advertisement Product Live Sales Virtual Assistant Commercial Performance Cross Industry Cooperation

Picture 
Posters
Live Videos
CG Videos

Super realistic image customization Virtual Content Production IP Scenario Interaction

Live Interaction

Host Podcast

Customer Service

Images Management Movement 
Management

Accessories 
Management

Effects Management Expression 
Management

3D Modeling Physical 
Simulation

Rendering 
Engine

Motion Driven Expression 
Driven

Intelligence 
Driven

Speech 
Animation 
Synthesis

Scenario

Core 
Functions

Asset 
Management

Underlying  
Technology



Realistic Ambassador-Business Application

Commercial Performance

Advertisement

Improve Commercial Liquidity
Make virtual IP really come alive. Through the in-depth 

application of enterprise marketing scenarios such as 

live broadcast, customer service, hosting, and 

performance, the influence of digital ambassador and 

enterprise brands will be increased, which will help to 

improve enterprise popularity and product sales.

Build Brand Digital Assets

The enterprise's exclusive virtual IP has customized 

personnel, and the content is controlled by the 

enterprise throughout the process. Also the virtual 

ambassador has a strong hot gene, which helps 

seizing great opportunities in the metaverse market.

Business Value

Cross Industry Cooperation

Live Product Sales

Application Scenario



By Akool’s Speech Animation 
Synthesis and Artificial Intelligence
technology, simply input text or audio, 
and you can quickly generate a virtual 
host broadcast video with accurate 
lips moves, rich expressions, and 
actions. It can be widely used in news 
broadcasting, lecturer training, 
educational courseware production, 
and creative video production.

AI Virtual Host Solution



AI Virtual Host-Technology Principals

STA Audio Engine SDK

Text Input

Audio Input

Voice Processing Unit

Talk-Smiling

Talk-Angry

Drive Model Examples

Image Generation Engine

Lips Movement Rendering

Expression Movement Rendering

Movement Animation Design 

Image Animation Output



Content Explanation

Media News Production

Event Promo

One click generation, highly improve content 
production efficiency
It can simply and quickly produce videos without site and 

personnel, ensure real-time broadcasting, zero error, effectively 

reduce production costs, shorten video production cycle, and 

improve production and broadcasting efficiency.

Extremely vivid, helping video content innovation

The voice animation synthesis and artificial intelligence 

technology are leading in the industry, and the virtual broadcast 

is comparable to the real person, helping enterprises create 

personalized video marketing content.

AI Virtual Host-Business Application

Application ScenarioBusiness Value

Education Slides Production



AI Virtual Assistant-Technology Principals

Text Input

Audio Input

Audio 
Processing Unit

Audio Recognition 
ASR

Semantic 
Understanding 
NLP

Speech 
Synthesis TTS

3D Image 
Rendering Engine

3D Image     
Generation

Mouth 
Drive Generation

Speech 
Animation Synthesis

Terminal 
Deploymen
t

Intelligent 
Hardware

Cloud Server

STA Audio 
Engine SDK

Lip Coefficient 
Generation



Improve User Experience
Provide users with customized interactive experience 

through vivid visual virtual human interaction.

Reduce Operating Costs
Virtual assistants can replace real people, help enterprises 

solve 90% of daily customer service problems, and effectively 

reduce operating costs.

AI Virtual Assistant-Business Application

Business Value Application Scenario

Financial Customer Service Intelligent Navigation

Medical Assistant
Government
Affairs AssistantSmart Guide

Upgrade Customer Service System
Provide 7x24 hours of customer services such as interaction, 

consultation, explanation and guidance, help enterprises 

upgrade customer service system intelligently.
Support Marketing Innovation
Carry out online and offline creative interactive marketing 

with the help of the brand IP image to promote the brand

Marketing customers.



Virtual Live Product Sales Solution

Automatic virtual live product 
sales and driven mode virtual 
live product sales are two 
major clients, providing more 
flexible and interesting live 
product sales and brand 
marketing services for live 
short video, MCN institutions, 
advertising marketing, e-
commerce and other 
industries.



Virtual Live Product Sales-Technology Principals

Speech
Synthesis 
(TTS)

Text Input

Automatic Virtual Live 
Product Sales Client-side

Speech
Animation
Synthesis(STA)

Driven Mode Virtual Live 
Product Sales Client-side

Real time facial 
expression capture

Expression Driven

Real time human 
motion capture

Motion Driven

Image 
Rendering Engine

Lip Move Rendering

Emotion Move Rendering

Action Animation Settings

Output 
Real-time 
Images



Short Video Creation

Boost the Realization of IP Business
Use high-quality, low-cost and creative live delivery methods to 
promote the realization of brand IP business.

Increase the Online Sales Volume 
Make full use of the brand's free time of live broadcast to improve 
live product sales in non-person time.

Virtual Live Product Sales-Business Application

Business Value Application Scenario

Virtual Live Brand Marketing

Empowering Brand IP Marketing
Assist the brand to carry out IP marketing, improve brand influence 
and user interaction experience.

Reduce Cost and Error Rate
Reduce the live broadcast operation cost, effectively avoid live 
broadcast accidents, anchor errors and other hidden dangers



Akool Intelligent Virtual 
Avatar Platform
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